e social nature of Web . leads to the unprecedented growth of discussion forums, product review sites, microblogging, and other social media platforms. Existing social media data mining research can be broadly divided into two groups.
e content-based approach focuses on extracting insights from user generated contents on various social media platforms. e network-based approach focuses on extracting knowledge by analyzing the networks from the interactions among online users.
e rich user-and device-generated data and user interactions generate complex social big data that is different from classical structured attribute-value data. e data objects take various forms including unstructured text, geo-tagged data objects, and data object streams. e social networks formed from interactions among data objects also carry rich information for analyzing user behavior.
In this special issue, we have invited state-of-the-art research contributions addressing prominent research issues for social big data to advance our knowledge in social big data mining and analytics and extend the knowledge to related disciplines. We received submissions from across the world. A er a rigorous reviewing process, we finally accepted papers. e accepted papers address challenging issues for the social big data technology, ranging from novel data mining applications from complex data and general methodological machine learning models to network analysis and evaluation.
(i) ree papers proposed advanced data mining techniques for novel applications using user-and devicegenerated data, including "Supervised Learning for In the modern digital society, the mobile network and the Internet of ings are transforming what is meant to be social online. Humans, everyday objects, and smart devices interact and form an intelligent social network that is a highly adaptive complex system. e papers in this special issue are mainly contributed by the data science, machine learning, and network science communities. Research results in these papers highlight the wide range of complex research issues for the social big data research. Looking ahead, we call for research from other disciplines such as human-computer interaction, pervasive computing and computational social science to work together with the data science community to advance social big data research.
Last but not least, we would like to express our deep gratitude to reviewers for their valuable contributions that improve the quality of papers in this special issue.
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